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Lycée Moderne Man                                         Examen blanc du bac  

EPREUVE : LV 2 ANGLAIS 

 

Part I/Reading: Read the text and do all the activities that follow it. 

                                        Importance of Computer 
          Computer education improves students’ research skills by encouraging them to look for information on 

the Internet. It enables them to research various topics by seeking relevant books that could be digitally 

available online. The Internet also contains search options, which expose students to diverse ways of obtaining 

information. Thanks to the speedy nature of the Internet, students can research their desired topics within 

minutes. 

           Incorporating computer education in schools can inspire students to undertake careers in technology 

and enhance their understanding of how computer technology impacts people’s daily lives. The knowledge 

acquired in elementary and high school may increase their interest in computer-related fields during their 

college education. Furthermore, computer education provides students with a grounding in computer-related 

software and activities, such as using office suite, programming languages and creating data sheets. Students 

can apply these skills to a range of occupations later in life. 

          Computer classes allow students to put their creativity to use. For example, classes can involve 

assembling and disassembling computer parts, which require students to think about and understand how parts 

function. Students can transfer their enhanced creativity to other activities in their lives, including memorizing 

scientific facts, historical information or mathematical formulas. Computer education also reduces the time 

needed to efficiently learn new material. 

           Computer education may influence student performance by enabling them to become more involved 

with their school work. Computers can potentially enhance students’ mathematical thinking, and improve 

scores in problem solving and critical thinking tasks. Computer education also plays a major factor in 

students’ ability to score highly on their standardized assessment tests. Exposing 3- and 4-year-old children to 

computer education and supporting activities produces developmental gains such as abstraction, intelligence, 

nonverbal skills and long-term memory. Exposing children to computers helps them hone their skills. As we 

know Computer is essential to everyone. It is very hard to imagine modern life without computer.  

Day by day the benefits of computer and internet are increasing and everyone is interested in studying about 

computers. Since it is available in almost all the fields and computer knowledge is important to everyone.  

                                                                                                                  By Joseph Lewis, Demand Media  

Comprehension check 20% 

A- Match the words in column A with their possible meaning or definition in B. Ex: 11- h 

 
 
 
 

1- Improves (L1) 
2- Enables (L2) 
3- Available (L3) 
4- Enhance (L7) 
5- Impacts (L7) 
6- Fields  (L9) 
7- Software (L10) 
8- Skills (L11) 
9- Range (L11) 
10- Function (L15) 
11- Hone  (L22) 

a- Influences 
b- Abilities  
c- Allows 
d- Domains 
e- Computer program  
f- Diversity  
g- Betters 
h- Have a strong desire for 
i- Ready to be used 
j- Increase  
k- Work  
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B- Read the text again and provide short answers to these questions.20% 
1- How can computer help learners in education? 
2- Is computer research a long timetaking task? Why? 
3- What is the purpose of inserting the computer education in school?  
4- Can learners use the acquired abilities in everyday life? Why? 
5- What do computers courses consist of? 
6- What is the impact of computer courses on learners? 
7- What is the benefit of using computer in the process of learning new things? 

 

 
8- Why is computer so vital to little children? 

9- Why is life unimaginable without computer science today? 

10-  Is computer difficult to find? Why?    
 

Part II: Writing: Do only one of the two topics in not more 25 lines.40% 

 

Topic1: As an expert in computer science, you are asked to deliver a speech at a ceremony organised by 

the American Embassy in Abidjan. The topic is “the importance of computer science” write that speech 

in which you will talkk about the must for everyone today to learn and practise computer science, part 

of the New Technologies of Information and Communication (NTIC). 

 

Topic 2: A friend of yours told you that computer science is for rich people and is not so important as 

people used to advertise. In an argument essay, say whether you go along with him/her or not. 

Part III:Language in use 

A- Fill in the gaps with the most suitable words from the bank where appropriate. 

 

Costly – world - of – knowledge – persons – their – every – in – computer – can -  to 
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Example: 1- Every 

   Mobile phone is important to everyone and each and (1)-……..one is having their mobile phone. 

(2)- ………..the same way (3)- ……….and internet knowledge is a must one to everyone. May be some 

(4)- ………… don't have the ability (5)- ……… buy computer for (6)- ………. own, but this kind of 

persons will go to the browsing center to access the computer and fulfill their needs. Even we (7)- 

……….see browsing centers in remote villages too and computer (8)- ……..and internet are spread 

around the (9)- ………... Marketing persons realized the importance (10)- ………computers and launched 

the tablets for the people who cannot afford to buy (11) ………..laptops and desktops 

 

B- Select the best answer among the 3 proposals to make a complete sentence.  

Example:  5- mine 

1- Diana …………… since 2 o’clock.                        a- works     b- is working      c- has been working.  

2- Dad……………. By the US ambassador.            a- invited    b-was invited     c- was to invite  

3- I ………… to love going to the theatre.              a- used       b- use                    c- am used  

4- Has she ………… answered your letter?           a- yet          b- always             c- already  

5- I have invited a friend of ………. . today.          a- me          b- myself              c- mine  

6- She’s boring she only talks about ………         a- herself   b- each other      c- she  

7- ……… carrots are good for your health           a- the          b- ⍉                      c- a  

8- There isn’t ……… furniture in here                   a- much      b- some                c- few  

9- …….. conflicts are not good for the social cohesion.   a- the          b- a         c- ⍉ 

10- I’m tired of………….. to music.                              a- listen     b- listening          c- to listen  

11- Today was even ………. than yesterday.           a- hottest   b- so hot              c- hotter  

 

 


